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1

DREDGING IS INTEGRAL
TO EXPANDING
INTERNATIONAL
TRADE ACTIVITIES;
		
CLIMATE
CHANGE
AND BALLOONING COSTS
OF DREDGING
REQUIRE THE NATION TO
RECONCEPTUALIZE
THIS INDUSTRY
		
FROM THE
GROUND UP.

Boston Harbor, Adapted from Google Maps 2012

The 19th century in the United States set the stage for the massive proliferation of infrastructural projects. By
the 20th century, these projects set a precedent for practices that would alter the global ecosystem. A modern
America, committed to the ideals of a free market economy, free enterprise, and individualism propelled
opportunistic investments in industry and infrastructure. Wild floodplains and brimming estuaries, while a
cornerstone of many Native American and early colonial settlements, required continuous transformation in
order to urbanize in pace with increasing populations. In hindsight, the speed and scale of this growth left a
collateral legacy of irreparable environmental depletion; a declaration that capital flows reinforced by economies
of scale are unsustainable. The dystopias resulting from what is perhaps better described today as diseconomies
of scale are encapsulated in the disappearance of the once inexhaustible and legendary abundance of America's
natural resources.
21st century
Climate change will be one of the greatest challenges facing our generation. According to the Massachusetts
Climate Change Adaptation Report, by 2050 even the low emission scenario for Climate Change is expected

11

to significantly spike the frequency of climate-related disasters.1 Presently, Massachusetts has over 90 percent
of its economy in an infilled estuary region, making it highly vulnerable to impacts of Sea Level Rise (SLR).2
However, the swarming sense of urgency surrounding impacts of climate change remains contained within the
scientific community, stymied by the political will to re-ignite economies using reliable but myopic formulas for
generating growth (i.e. oil, grey infrastructure, industrial agriculture). Finally, while study on climate science
has helped uncover alarming details about potential impacts, the incomplete nature of this research is adding
complexity to the problem by fragmenting decision-making. Meanwhile, populations continue to be supported
by aging infrastructures and deteriorating conventions, which further highlights how a deadlocked global climate
protocol poses a direct and imminent threat to the city and region. As such, the 21st century marks a period of
great reconciliation, a time to re-think the way the assemblage of problems collide with the local and global
systems that support life. In this renewed context, collaboration and coordination are becoming necessary for
managing the vast array of human-altered ecologies.
1 "Massachusetts Climate Change Adaptation Report" Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs. (Sept. 2011). Web. 20 Mar. 2013.
<http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/eea/energy/cca/eea-climate-adaptation-report.pdf>
2 Linwood H. Pendleton. "The Economic and Market Value of Coasts and Estuaries: What's at Stake?" NOAA, Habitat Conservation. Web. 20 Mar. 2013.
<http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/pdf/economic_and_market_valueofcoasts_and_estuaries.pdf>
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"REGIONAL SEDIMENT 			
MANAGEMENT WILL REQUIRE
COORDINATION
		
AMONG DIVERSE
INTERESTS, POLITICAL
JURISDICTIONS, AND LEVELS
OF GOVERNMENT TO ACHIEVE
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, AND
		
ECONOMIC GOALS."
– An Ocean Blueprint for the 21st Century.

U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy 6

Meanwhile, Climate Change continues on its long
established trajectory and a sense of urgency seems
to rise in sync with record-setting warming.7 While
adapting is necessary, we are in an economic
environment of escalating costs, dwindling finances,
and a rising sense of desperation. Climate Change and
ballooning costs of dredging are requiring the nation
to re-conceptualize this globalized economy from the
ground up. Throughout history, Boston's port played
an important role in the development of New England
and its global economy.8 Given this setting, the estuary
emerges as the site for understanding systemic overlaps
and scales at which solutions could be developed.
Mutualistic Dredging
Broadly speaking, Dredge Economies is an ecosysteminspired design that imagines a mutualistic relationship
between the process of dredging and natural systems;
it does so by confronting containerized transport with
acknowledgement of its centrality to sustaining present
global economies. Sadly, even as the aggregated
impacts of containerized commerce require us to rethink dredging, the greening of the container ship has
been the focus of mitigative efforts, leading to the buildout of larger ships with expanded cargo capacities.

Boston Harbor, c. 1870, Map reproduction courtesy of the Norman B. Leventhal Map Center at the Boston Public Library.

Dredging Boston Harbor
In the British colonization of Shawmut Peninsula, the geologic and geographic converged in an idyllic coupling
of economy and ecology; nautical charts document the ceaseless re-invention and re-definition of its shorelines,
which occurred at different timescales and shaped the city over several generations. The geological framework
of this landscape propagated one of nature's most productive, resource-rich environments and was a medium
for growth. To expand trade-assisted development, the Corps's deepening of Boston's naturally shallow estuary
was authorized in 1822.3
By the 1960's, an environmental movement raised concerns over what it saw as a dig-and-dump activity. As
ensuing mitigative protocols and escalating energy prices became prohibitive, demand emerged in the 1990s for
a national policy to restore economic incentives to dredge. President Clinton endorsed the National Dredging
Policy in 1995 in recognition of a need to balance dredging practices with the need to conserve, protect, and
restore the nation's coastal, ocean, and fresh water resources.4 Inability to dredge cost-effectively within a
3 Dennis W. Webb, Mark L. Habel. "Boston Harbor, Massachusetts Feasibility Study For Deep Draft Navigation Improvements" U.S. Army Corps Of Engineers. (2006). Web. 20 Mar. 2013.
<http://www.nae.usace.army.mil/Portals/74/docs/topics/BostonHarbor/DeepDraftFactSheet.pdf>
4 "National Dredging Policy" United States Environmental Protection Agency. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://water.epa.gov/type/oceb/oceandumping/dredgedmaterial/policy_index.cfm>
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timely schedule fuels anxieties over the viability of
sustaining economies dependent on international
commerce. However, this dig-and-dump activity
modifies the floor of the estuary, alters hydrodynamics
and tidal patterns,5 and trickles down to alter patterns
in biological systems. Still, the specific impacts of
dredging on Boston Harbor remain mostly unknown
as very few scientific studies on this subject extend Instead, Dredge Economies begins by considering
beyond Environmental Impact Reports (EIR).
dredging as part of the ecosystem; the design reveres
the industrial might of a conventional growth strategy

5 Carl R. Goodwin. "Tidal-Flow, Circulation, And Flushing Changes Caused By Dredge And
Fill In Tampa Bay, Florida" U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 2282, United States
Government Printing Office. (1987). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/2282/
report.pdf>

6 "Chapter 12, Managing Sediment And Shorelines, Final Report" An Ocean Blueprint For The
21St Century, The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy. (Sept. 2004). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://
www.oceancommission.gov/documents/full_color_rpt/00b_executive_summary.pdf>
7 "Warmest 12-month consecutive periods for the CONUS." NOAA National Climatic Data
Center, National Overview - Annual 2012 RSS. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/sotc/national/2012/13/supplemental/page-4/>
8 Farok J. Contractor. "How a Soothing Drink Changed Fortunes and Incited Protests" YaleGlobal, RSS (2011). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/content/drink-changedfortunes-incited-protests>
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DREDGE ECONOMIES EMERGES		
FROM, AND IS DEVELOPED
			
THROUGH, AN
ORCHESTRATED SYNCHRONY
BETWEEN DREDGING, DUMPING,
AND DYNAMIC
ENVIRONMENTAL
			
FLOWS.
(dredging) but acts opportunistically on this force. In
theory, by re-thinking dredging as being integral to
the ecosystem rather than an end goal, the progressive
cultivation of this wilderness gains the potential to
support a diversity of organisms. What happens when
we begin to perceive dredged sediment as a valuable
resource? What happens when we recognize that we
are already active ecosystem shapers? Is it possible to
cultivate the harbor – to create a net positive impact on
natural systems?
As cultural perceptions of natural systems are dynamic
and evolving, it can be expected that the current
predominant version will eventually be displaced.
In the short history of the United States the cultural
perceptions of Nature have ranged from it being sacred,
to something that must be tempered, to an exploitable
and exploited resource, and finally, to something
complex and precious. Within the sequence of these
mainstream perceptions, to shift the paradigm to one
of mutualistic understanding of industry and nature
hinges on a evolution of the present conservative
ideology. Hindered by the view that nature is complex
and precious, research on the effects of dredging have
primarily focused on mitigation and remediation even
while resources are being consumed at an unsustainable
rate. As a consequence, scientists know very little
about what remains of wilderness and less information
is available about the costs and effectiveness of
adaptation measures than about mitigation measures.9
Despite this reality, it is becoming clear that the
inertias of diseconomies are too destructive a force to
be moderated through mitigation alone.
Adaptive Management
In the context of a weak global economy, the
9 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) 2007.
Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change., Core Writing Team: Pachauri, R.K. and Reisinger, A.
(Eds.), IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_
data/publications_ipcc_fourth_assessment_report_synthesis_report.htm>
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Constructed Island as dredge container.

gathering inertia of human induced climate change
is further compounded by political structures that are
unfit for confronting this condition. In this cultural
context, scientific uncertainties at the local scale are
identified as primary barriers to decision-making at
the institutional scale.10 In response to this barrier,
both the U.S. Department of Interior (DOI) and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
have endorsed the use of Adaptive Management, a
strategy that focuses on learning and adapting to
maintain sustainable ecosystems.11
While risk-mitigating strategies such as conservation,
restoration and energy efficiency have their own
merits, taking the long-view, many scientists
believe that dramatic transformations of operating
10 "Climate Ready Estuaries." U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (2012). Web. 20 Mar.
2013. <http://water.epa.gov/type/oceb/cre/upload/CRE_2012Report_122612a.pdf>
11 Adaptive Management Working Group. "Adaptive Management Initiative." U.S. Department
of the Interior. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://www.doi.gov/initiatives/AdaptiveManagement/
TechGuide.pdf>

Constructed Island as hatchery.

systems are necessary to survive the impacts of climate change. 12,13 As the impacts of climate change are in
themselves evolving, Dredge Economies envisions the adaptive strategy and its processes as integrated with
and informed by the dynamic patterns of natural systems. To confront differences and divisions between
mitigation, resistance and transformation, strategies that address near-term risk are synchronized with longterm agendas. In essence, adaptation is being recognized in this project as a process that is emergent from an
orchestrated synchrony between dredging, dumping, and dynamic environmental forces.

12 Robert W. Katesa, William R. Travisb,1, And Thomas J. Wilbanksc. "Transformational Adaptation When Incremental Adaptations To Climate Change Are Insufficient." Proceedings Of The
National Academy Of Sciences. (2012). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://www.pnas.org/content/109/19/7156.full.pdf+html>
13 IPCC, 2012: Summary for Policymakers. In: Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation [Field, C.B., V. Barros, T.F. Stocker, D. Qin,
D.J. Dokken, K.L. Ebi, M.D. Mastrandrea, K.J. Mach, G.-K. Plattner, S.K. Allen, M. Tignor, and P.M. Midgley (eds.)]. A Special Report of Working Groups I and II of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, and New York, NY, USA, pp. 1-19. Web. 20 Mar. 2013.
< http://ipcc-wg2.gov/SREX/>
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Sediment Management as Living System
Applying the characteristics of living systems to the
design of sediment management is a way of defining
the problem in terms of feedbacks, efficiencies,
redundancies, and dynamic interactions. The goal
is to design a process that is self-organizing, that
responds to externalities while maintaining an
internal equilibrium.

6 12

19

Robustness
In Dredge Economies, Robustness is a desirable
attribute emergent from a balanced expression of
several key properties found in living systems (i.e.
ability to react to stimuli, develop, evolve, metabolize,
grow, and absorb). Coordinated through feedback,
P A R T S work collaboratively in support of these
properties and collectively confront a broad range of
risks through adaptive management.

16
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A

: easily transported
: capable of being carried or moved
about
: characterized by portability

: able and usually willing to change
: able to be modified for a new use or
purpose

dredger
dredge (inorganic structural compound)
3 mineralized monomer (biogenic, totipotent)
1

4

2

5
6
7
8
9
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11

3 17

P

ortable
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As a risk-mitigative strategy, the design is imagined
as an assembly of repeating modular units. Not
dissimilar from how amino acids combine to form
proteins in biological systems, these units assemble
incrementally into a range of permutations, forming
evolving responses to evolving issues. As such, this
graduated response has the effect of distributing
risk over time and space. Furthermore, information
obtained from the real-time monitoring of this design
would feed back to the assembly line, creating a
programmed flexibility, making it an ideal partner to
adaptive management.

COORDINATING P A R T S

2

daptable

dredge (inorganic structural compound)
polymer (biogenic, totipotent)
nutrient cycling
membranous system
membranous system
fluid

15 18

9 10 14

R

T

S

: capable of being replaced by
natural ecological cycles or sound
management practices

: capable of changing in form or
nature
: capable of altering the sequence of

: capable of being scaled
: capable of being easily expanded or
upgraded on demand

10

environment (estuary)
environment (ocean)
12 nutrient cycling

13

ecological fluidity
biodiversity
15 biogenic compounds
16 industrial fluidity

17

11

14
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enewable

ransposable

calable

mineralized monomer (biogenic, totipotent)
polymer (biogenic, totipotent)
19 dredging operations
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Rigid Infrastructure

Soft Infrastructure

Erosive Structures
Containers are built with dredge...for holding dredge. Some of
these containers are designed to be porous, allowing water to
flow through and gradually erode the pile. Strategic placment of
these polymeric rings work with natural systems (wind, water) to
reinforce desirable directional flows. New tidal habitats emerge
from, and evolve with this process.
19

PORTABLE
According to the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy, dredging is
possibly the most direct and prominent way humans affect sediments
in marine waters.1 In Boston, a planned "improvement" of an existing
navigation channel is expected to generate 13 million cubic yards of
sediment and rock.2 As such, the ability to rapidly dispose dredge is
being recognized as an important part of a beneficial-use program.
Containers for holding dredge (opposite page) are manufactured – in
proximity to the dredge site and in pace with the dredging operation
– to allow most of this sediment to be retained in the system. These
containers create an environment where the dredge can be freely
ported, ultimately enabling the integration of broad-scale beneficial
use with small-scale projects.

ADAPTABLE
Dredge Economies proposes using Soft
Infrastructure to systematically reduce
Boston's exposure to short and longterm climate-related vulnerabilities.
While the planning and design for
soft infrastructure requires ongoing
collaboration and coordination between
managers, agencies, and policies, it is
superior in its capacity to stay in sync
with the temporal and spatial dynamics
of exposure and vulnerability.

1 "Chapter 12, Managing Sediment And Shorelines." USCOP Final Report., An Ocean Blueprint For The 21St Century,
The U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy. (Sept. 2004). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://www.oceancommission.gov/documents/full_color_rpt/00b_executive_summary.pdf>
2 "New England District 5-year Plan."U.S. Army Corps Of Engineers. (Oct. 2012). Web. 20 Mar. 2013.
<http://operations.usace.army.mil/nav/12octWEDA/NAE5YearPlan-5Oct2012.pdf>
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Deer

1,2
2

Nantasket

2

1

3

3

2

Type 1 Highly modified and
generally characterized as having
deep waters with strong tidal flow.
Large scale anthropogenic alterations
ranging from dredging of navigation
channels to filling of tidal flats define
these areas.

3
2
2

(above) Three distinct seascape types are identified.

ADAPTABLE
While Nantasket and Deer Island Peninsulas are the primary headlands that define the outer limits of this harbor,
this semi-enclosed water body is further sub-divided by secondary headlands, tombolos, causeways, salients,
islands, flats, rivers, and human disturbances that comprise this estuarine system. Over the past two centuries,
a flattening and homogenizing of this aqueous landscape (through dredging, damming, filling, ploughing and
poisoning [1,2,3,4,5] ) have reduced the diversity of spatial typologies and tempered the rates of fluid exchange
between the river, harbor, bay, and ocean.[6,7] While facilitating rapid human settlement, past modifications had
deleterious effects on the estuary. Dredge Economies proposes articulating the site in ways that: support the selforganization of variegated seascapes, strengthen flows and networks between distinct seascapes, and provide
selective barriers to storm surge.
1 Carl R. Goodwin. "Tidal-Flow, Circulation, And Flushing Changes Caused By Dredge And Fill In Tampa Bay, Florida" U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 2282, United States Government Printing Office, United States Geological Survey (1987). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://pubs.usgs.gov/wsp/2282/report.pdf>
2 Charles River Watershed Association., <http://www.crwa.org/cr_history.html>
3 Walter Muir Whitehill. "Boston: A Topographical History" (May 5, 2000) The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press
4 Pere Puig, Miquel Canals, Joan B. Company, Jacobo Martín, David Amblas, Galderic Lastras, Albert Palanques, Antoni M. Calafat. "Ploughing The Deep Sea Floor" Nature 489, 286–289
doi:10.1038/nature11410. (Sept. 2012)
5 Andrew Savage. "Boston Harbor: The Anatomy of a Court-Run Cleanup" 22 B.C. Envtl. Aff. L. Rev. 365 (1995). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/ealr/vol22/iss2/6>
6 Bostwick H. Ketchum. "Circulation in Estuaries" Woodshole Oceanographic Institution. (1952) Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://journals.tdl.org/icce/index.php/icce/article/viewFile/1553/833>
7 Marine Biological Laboratory. Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://ecosystems.mbl.edu/research/clue/tide.html>
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Type 2 Low salinity areas found
in close association with river, salt
marsh, mud flat, beach, and rocky
coastal conditions. Though inherently
capable hosting a diverse range of
organisms, these areas have been
directly and indirectly modified
by development, sea walls, dams,
dredging activities, and sewage
outfalls.

Type 3 Medium to high salinity areas
adjacent to strong tidal flows. These
areas are accessible to deep water
fishes of Massachusetts Bay for both
spawning and feeding. The sites are
ideal for juvenile organisms. Carried
by the strong tidal currents, juveniles
are transported from here to other
parts of the harbor/bay.
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RENEWABILITY
EMERGES FROM THE
		PROGRAMMED
FLEXIBILITY OF A SEDIMENT
MANAGEMENT PLAN –
MEASURED AGAINST
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
A CLIMATE ADAPTATION
STRATEGY.
RENEWABLE
Coupling the operations of dredging with
the purposeful redistribution of the dredged
sediment can be seen as the basis of a
new opportunistic approach to large-scale
mitigation, remediation, and nutrient cycling.
The Port of New York and New Jersey recently
succeeded in coupling its deep draft navigation
dredging (to -50ft) with a skillfully planned
construction of estuaries. Although ecological
benefits from the newly built estuaries have
yet to be fully realized, the project is already
successful in terms of the quantity of dredged
sediment used (60 million cubic yards).1 It
demonstrates that large-scale dredging and an
estuary-building process can be coordinated
both financially and logistically.
Opposite: Climate change and sea level rise
in Boston Harbor. In Dredge Economies,
a sustainable regeneration is envisioned
as being emergent from a balance between
evolvability and resilience. Stated in another
way, renewability is seen as arising from
the programmed flexibility of a sediment
management plan – measured against the
effectiveness of a climate adaptation strategy.

Table of Contents

a

(a) The NY&NJ Harbor/Jamaica Bay Multi-Project
Initiative utilizes dredged material to restore more
than 75 acres of marsh islands in Jamaica Bay. (image
courtesy of USACE).2
(b) The deep-draft project provides 50 ft water access
to the three container terminals. Beneficial-use is
estimated to offset the costs of dredging by creating
net excess benefits of $1,035,100,000 per year.3
1-3 Lisa Baron. "Balancing Economic Revitalization & the Environment in one
of the World's Most Urbanized Estuaries" U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
York District RSS (12 Jul. 2012). Web. 20 Mar. 2013. < http://www.army.mil/
article/83460/Balancing_Economic_Revitalization___the_Environment_in_one_
of_the_World_s_Most_Urbanized_Estuaries/>
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Cultivating the Eastern Oyster,
Crassostrea virginica
Richard K. Wallace*
Oysters have been cultivated in
one form or another for more than
2,000 years. Early efforts involved
little more than transplanting
small oysters from one area to
another area where they would
grow better, be better protected
from predators and disease, or be
easier to harvest. This simple
method of cultivation is still widely practiced today and is a major
way of producing the eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica.
The eastern oyster occurs naturally from the Gulf of St. Lawrence
in Canada to the Gulf of Mexico,
the Caribbean, and the coasts of
Brazil and Argentina. It has been
introduced on the west coast of
North America and in other areas
of the world. In recent years the
total U.S. harvest of oysters has
been 30 million pounds of meats;
about 75 percent of the total is the
eastern oyster. About 18 million
pounds of total oyster production
(all species) is by cultivation.

TRANSPOSABLE
While being informed by the rhythmic patterns of the
environment, Dredge Economies envisons making
alterations to it that would further guide and support
adaptation to the rapidly changing climate.
A

B

C

D

E

F

The Form of Nantasket Beach, Six Phases of Development

Deconstructing the geomorphological
transformations of Hull, Nantasket
Beach, and World's End.
25

Johnson D.W., Reed W.G. "Introduction to Coastline Development" Massachusetts Journal
of Geology, V. 18, (1910) MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. Accessed via Patrick M.Colgan, Peter
S. Rosen. "Quaternary Environments and History of Boston Harbor, Massachusetts" in:
"Guidebook for Geological Field Trips In new England" Geological Society of America (2001).
Web. 20 Mar. 2013. <http://nuweb9.neu.edu/ees/wp-content/uploads/peter_rosen_pdfs/95_
quaternary.pdf>

move sediments = move flowOyster
patterns
biology
An understanding of basic oyster
move flow patterns = move sediments
biology is essential to any successful culture
operation.
flow patterns = conduits and settlement
areas
forUnder natural conditions, oysters spawn as
water temperatures rise in the
nutrients and organisms
spring. The temperature at which

*Auburn University, Marine Extension and
Research Center

spawning occurs varies from
north to south. Northern oysters
spawn at temperatures between
60 and 68 oF (15.5 and 20 oC),
while southern oysters spawn at
temperatures above 68 oF (20 oC).
Spawning can occur throughout
the warm months.

Sperm and eggs are released synchronously and fertilization
occurs in the water column. A fertilized egg develops rapidly into a
microscopic swimming trochophore (Fig. 1). After 24 to 48
hours, the non-feeding trochophore develops into the feed-

veliger
pediveliger
trochophore
SETTING

fertilized
egg

early spat

later spat
(several days old)

unfertilized
egg

SPAWNING

Adult Oysters
Figure 1. Life cycle of the eastern oyster, Crassostrea virginica.
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Harbor

Lagoon

Salt Marsh

Harbor

"A diversity of communities sustains a greater total
diversity of organisms in an ecosystem, and may equip
it to adapt more quickly to externally forced changes."
-Gulf of Maine Census of Marine Life

Image: A semi-porous wetland is a hatchery, surge
barrier and shelter for a new lagoon in North Quincy.
Dredge is used to strengthen flows and networks
between distinct seascapes, resulting in a nesting of
harbors within harbors.
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Dredge Economies

Dredge Economies

DREDGE
ECONOMIES

Left:
Shaped like large ‘jacks’, these tetrapoidal
units possess the minimum number of
legs required to stand on it's own. Some
of the dredged sediment (sand and gravel)
are used to construct these structures.
The flexible, multipurpose quality of these
units create myriads of opportunities.

SCALABLE
For nearly a century, concrete units like
these have been used along coastlines to
dissipate erosive wave energies - for one,
they are easily scaled - as a monomer and
as a polymer. Stacked, it armors the urban
shoreline from damaging waves; arranged
in a circular formation, it becomes a
container for holding large quantities of
dredge.
(a) Title: More Tetrapods. "There were hundreds of
fish swimming in the current beside these, but the
light conditions made taking their picture impossible."
Courtesy: Ryan McBride
<http://www.flickr.com/photos/randomidea/320863462/>

(b) Title: Tetrapod. Courtesy: Electricnude

<http://www.flickr.com/photos/electricnude/505715900/>

(c) Hart-Miller Island from the air, Chesapeake
Island being built from dredged material.
Courtesy: WorldIslandInfo.com

<http://www.flickr.com/photos/76074333@N00/214359078/>
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Tetrapods align the Inner Harbor, creating a layer of defense from wave energy. The same tetrapods arranged
differently define the entry to the Inner Harbor and influence the directional flow of currents.
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Selective Barrier
These drifting mounds of dredge enhance and promote a variegated landscape between
existing harbor islands. As a whole, this porous barrier acts selectively to drown wave
energies generated by Nor'easter and hurricane winds.
Under typical conditions the thickened barrier of islands guide the flow to move around
it. Consequently, this concentrated flow invigorates the exchange of water between the
river, harbor and bay.
This dredge-enhanced landscape also functions as spawning and feeding grounds for
pelagic species. Juvenile fish and shellfish are carried by tidal currents from this porous
hatchery to other parts of the harbor and bay.
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